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The HELLENIC CULTURE CENTRE (HCC) is a non - formal educational 
organisation specialised in teaching Greek as a second/foreign
language. HCC is an exclusive provider of high quality Greek courses
and cultural activities. It helps its students, both language learners and
trainee teachers, to enjoy the learning process and vouch for
professional as well as personal development. 

HCC organizes the International Summer School for Greek Language
and Culture on different Greek islands and on the island of Santorini
(Thira) since 2014. It also develops cultural activities and initiatives,
mainly in the area of cultural courses. 

More than 26 years of teaching experience 
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More than 10 years experience in online courses

HCC offers teacher training on Didactic Methodology, courses on
Intercultural Education, and on Adult Education. Nearly all HCC’s
training programmes are offered online and face to face. The staff of
the HCC are experienced and specialized teachers (philologists,
linguists, translators, e-learning experts, historians) as well as special
associates (lawyers, economists, social anthropologists, sociologists,
political scientists), who work within the teaching and research field.
The HCC cooperates with relevant organizations in Greece and abroad
and participates in national, European and International research
projects as well.

IPHIGENIA CENTRE FOR HELLENIC STUDIES is a new initiative of
experienced teachers of Greek as a second/ foreign language, who have
been working online together for many years. 
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TEACHER TRAINING
FACE TO FACE IN ATHENS & SANTORINI

02

Teachers of any language, teachers of Sciences, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry,
Geography, History, Literacy, Basic Skills, Religion and Ethics, Citizenship, Arts,
and other subjects
In primary and secondary schools, in VET centres, in NGOs, in Higher Education
Institutions
Organisers, managers, administrative staff of teacher training organisations
Directors and managers of schools, libraries, museums, any educational
department of an organisation
Trainers, managers, social workers in Cultural Organisations
Adult Educators in second chance schools
Youth Workers in NGOs

 Teacher training courses for all primary, secondary and adult educators who
wish to update their knowledge on teaching strategies, share enjoyable and
effective theatrical techniques with colleagues from other countries and
practice many drama activities in the students’ role.

Intended for:

● Minimum number of participants: 7. The course may be organized as a tailor-made course.
Write your own learning needs. 

● You are welcome to be accompanied by your own interpreter from English.

Get all the motivation and inspiration you need

Learn how to get satisfied students

Improve your teaching skills
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TEACHER TRAINING
FACE TO FACE IN ATHENS & SANTORINI

02

 
The courses are based on the principles of participatory adult education using
participants’ experiences and fostering the exchange of their ideas, proposals
and materials. Their focus is not merely on the didactic aspect of teaching but
also on participants’ social and cultural knowledge gained through education
and teaching different target groups in Europe. During the courses the
following techniques are used: working in groups and pairs, role play, lectures,
guided conversation, brainstorming, language and educational games,
experiential activities, projects.

Participants will be given hand-outs, original materials, lists of activities and
websites relating to teaching tools and to language, drama, ICT and culture. A
variety of educational tools and equipment enable participants to enrich their
educational experience: video, audio, objects (realia), diagrams, photos and
games.

Upon completion of the courses, participants will be encouraged to form a
network as a meeting point where they can exchange didactic materials,
proposals and useful ideas for promoting language, educational drama,
technology in education, intercultural and cultural learning in different
European countries.

Get all the motivation and inspiration you need

Learn how to get satisfied students

Improve your teaching skills
  

METHODOLOGY:
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BRING LESSONS TO LIFE THROUGH DRAMA

TECHNIQUES (EN)
Overview 

02 TEACHER TRAINING
FACE TO FACE IN ATHENS & SANTORINI

This unique in-depth one-week course shows you how to use drama games
and strategies to engage your students in learning across the curriculum.
Drama expert David Farmer guides you through activities which can be
applied to sciences, history, geography, literacy, mathematics, citizenship and
the arts, in primary, secondary and adult education. There will be ample time
to explore a wide range of theatrical approaches, to discuss common issues
with colleagues and devise practical solutions. You will come away with a
folder full of effective plans guaranteed to liven up your lessons. The Hellenic
Culture Centre cooperates with David Farmer, an award-winning writer,
theatre director and drama consultant. He delivers training and presentations
for organisations worldwide.

Duration   7 days-56 hours Where  Santorini Fees  660 euros

Content

Introduction to the use of theatrical /drama techniques in a class
Developing our own theatrical skills
Introduction to drama strategies and tools (for language teaching, science
teaching, arts, history, geography, citizenship and other subjects)
Individual and group work: Planning real lesson plans across the
curriculum using drama techniques. Hands-on workshop.

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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EMPOWERING EDUCATORS: MASTERING

DIGITAL TOOLS (EN)
Overview 

02 TEACHER TRAINING
FACE TO FACE IN ATHENS & SANTORINI

The course is designed to empower educators with the knowledge and skills
needed to effectively integrate digital technologies into their teaching practice.
The course covers a range of digital learning technologies including learning
management systems, virtual reality, augmented reality, mobile learning, and
social learning. 

Duration   6 days-48 hours Where  Santorini Fees  580 euros

Content

Using technology in learning: where and how? (e-learning and face to face
learning; Blended learning and hybrid learning) 
Learning management systems (LMS) - software platforms used to plan,
deliver, and track online learning
Video conferencing - real-time video communication technology for remote
learning and collaboration
Virtual reality and augmented reality - used to create immersive learning
experiences in face to face courses 
Mobile learning - delivering educational content through the daily most
used device known
Social learning - leveraging social media and other online communities to
support learning.

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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Overview 

02 TEACHER TRAINING
FACE TO FACE IN ATHENS & SANTORINI

This teacher training course deals with the myths on language games and the
communicative activities that are out of the box of the traditional language
teaching methods. It also offers to the trainee teachers some real examples of
how to organize a successful language game, be it an ice breaker or a
vocabulary or a grammar game. We also learn how to cope with practical
problems when using language games. 

Duration   7 days-56 hours Where  Santorini Fees  660 euros

Content

Myths about language games – debate
Language games for vocabulary enhancement
How to select suitable language games
How to organize a language game – principles
Teaching grammar to all levels through language games
Language games for reviewing knowledge – developing all language skills 
Coping with practical problems when using language games

LANGUAGE GAMES FOR ALL LANGUAGE
CLASSES  (EN, EL)

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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Overview 

02 TEACHER TRAINING
FACE TO FACE IN ATHENS & SANTORINI

This training course is the outcome of two different research projects on the
topic, the Metoikos project and the Montessori for adults project. They both
deal with informal and non-formal training methods and are informed by the
latest developments in language teaching. 

Duration   7 days-56 hours Where  Athens or
Santorini

Fees  660 euros

Content

The Language Café methodology
Participants practice their knowledge and skills using the Language Café
methodology
The Language Exchange methodology
Participants practise their knowledge and skills using the Language
Exchange methodology
The Montessori methodology for adults
Coping with practical problems in informal language teaching

INFORMAL LANGUAGE TRAINING FOR
REFUGEES AND MIGRANTS  (EN)

http://metoikos.eu/
http://mmlt.eu/index.php/en/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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Overview 

02 TEACHER TRAINING
FACE TO FACE IN ATHENS & SANTORINI 

This course is an introduction to the Intercultural education and aims at offering practical
examples and at developing the intercultural skills of all participants. Participants will:
– Clarify key concepts of Intercultural Education: Identity, Culture, the Right to Difference,
the values of Equity and Interaction
– Explore diversity in Europe with a view to improving quality in adult education: explore
diversity in the societies represented on the course, institutional policies, diversity in the
course group, heterogeneity in the classroom, an intercultural approach in teaching
– Exercise and develop their intercultural skills with each other: 
 Language and communication skills, empathy, guidance and counseling, cultural
knowledge, etc.
 

Duration   7 days-56 hours Where Athens or
Santorini

Fees  660 euros

Content

Key principles of an intercultural approach: “Self-determination”; “Equity” and “Interaction”
Implications of diversity in adult education: description of diversity in European Society,
taxonomy and examples of diversity
Intercultural key skills of an adult educator: diversity in the course group, heterogeneity in the
classroom, positive and negative implications of diversity, problem resolution
Recognizing and promoting intercultural skills in adult learners: defining key skills of individual
intercultural competencies, techniques to recognize and encourage individual intercultural
skills

 INTERCULTURAL SKILLS FOR EDUCATORS &
MENTORS (EN)

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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Overview 

02 TEACHER TRAINING
FACE TO FACE IN ATHENS & SANTORINI 

Awarded GINCO-Grundtvig International Network of Course Organizers prize
for Best Practice for Quality Care in 2012. 
This course includes the main pillars of language teaching: Assessment of the
level of students, identification of their profile and needs, lesson and
curriculum planning, didactic and text- vocabulary assimilation techniques,
and observation of a Language lesson for adults. 

Duration   5 days-40 hours
or 3 days-16 hours

Where Athens or
Santorini 

Fees  500 euros 
or 250 euros

Content

Marking tests; curriculum planning
Planning a lesson/an educational meeting 
Teaching a text: Didactic and text assimilation techniques
Teaching vocabulary: Didactic and vocabulary assimilation techniques
 Choice and assessment of textbooks and teaching materials
Observation of a Greek Language lesson for adults

 TEACHING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE TODAY
(EN, EL)

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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Overview 

02 TEACHER TRAINING
FACE TO FACE IN ATHENS & SANTORINI 

This course includes important aspects of Greek language teaching: how to
apply language games and communicative activities, how to teach grammar in
all levels of Greek, how to select and use audio-visual materials, how to
mobilise students and to cope with practical teaching problems, and
discussing after an observation of a Greek Language lesson for adults.

Duration   5 days-40 hours
or 3 days-16 hours

Where Athens or
Santorini 

Fees  500 euros 
or 250 euros

Content

Observation of a Greek language lesson for adults: Consideration of the course
venue. Discussion with administration, trainers and students. Observation of a
face-to-face or recorded lesson
 Presentation of participants’ remarks, thoughts and conclusions
Applying language games and communicative activities 
Teaching Grammar at various levels (& micro-teaching)
Selection and use of audio-visual materials in lessons
Coping with practical teaching problems

 LEARNING TO TEACH GREEK (EL)

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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Overview 

02 TEACHER TRAINING
FACE TO FACE IN ATHENS & SANTORINI 

This course deals with more specific aspects of teaching Greek as L2: the ice
breaking activities, the warm-up, the group dynamics, the mixed ability
classes, the advanced students, the cultural aspects of a lesson, as well as
observation of a Greek language lesson. 

Duration  5 days 40 hours
or 3 days-16 hours

Where Athens or
Santorini 

Fees  500 euros 
or 250 euros

Content

The group dynamics: the roles of the students and the roles of the teacher 
The mixed ability class as a problem and as a challenge: Classrooms of mixed
abilities, teaching techniques in mixed ability classes
Teaching students of an advanced level in Greek: the characteristics of advanced
students
Cultural elements in the lesson: The selection and use of cultural materials, the
utilization of intercultural elements, the production of new educational
materials
Visit to a Greek Language lesson for adults: Observation of the courses’ place,
discussion with administration, trainers and students, observation of a face to
face or video-recorded lesson

  TEACHING GREEK AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
(EL)

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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Overview 

02 TEACHER TRAINING
FACE TO FACE IN ATHENS & SANTORINI 

In this course teachers of Greek as L2 learn how to help their students develop
all four language skills (speaking, listening, reading, writing), how to train
interpreters and translators of Greek, how to teach Greek literature to
advanced students, and how to assess and evaluate their courses. They also
observe a Greek language course and discuss this specific example.

Duration 5 days-40 hours
or 3 days-16 hours

Where Athens or
Santorini 

Fees  500 euros 
or 250 euros

Content

Writing & Speaking skills
Reading comprehension
The teaching of terminology and the training of interpreters and translators in
Greek
Teaching Greek literature to advanced students
Observation of a Greek language lesson for adults: consideration of the course
venue, discussion with administration, trainers and students, observation of the
lesson

  TEACHING GREEK TO NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS 
(EL)

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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Overview 

02 TEACHER TRAINING
FACE TO FACE IN ATHENS & SANTORINI (AND ONLINE)

The instructors in this teacher training are certified and all have extensive experience in
teaching refugees. They transfer practical knowledge and experience and also play the
role of Mentor for the trainee teachers. The programme is designed so that learners
learn the essentials of teaching practice, become aware of the refugee issue and acquire
important tools and skills in designing and implementing Greek language programmes
for refugees. Also included is mentoring to the participants for one year after the start of
the course, in order to solve any new challenges in their work, if necessary.

Duration 7 days-56 hours (face to
face) or 4 months-200 hours
(online)

Where Face to face
(Athens or Santorini)
OR Online

Fees  660 euros (face
to face) or 250 euros
(online)

Content

The refugee issue today in Europe and in Greece
Teaching and its organization 
The dimension of culture in the lessons
Methodology of informal forms of learning (Tandem, Language Café)
The lesson outside the classroom
Introduction to the principles of Intercultural Education
Certification of Attainment in Greek:
Bodies and agents teaching Greek to refugees:

  TEACHING LANGUAGES TO REFUGEES  (EN,EL)

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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TEACHER TRAINING
Online or Face to Face Courses 

02

The EUROLTA (European Certificate in Language Teaching to Adults) is an
internationally recognized certification https://icc-languages.eu/eurolta/ for those
wishing to teach foreign languages and / or teachers of their mother tongue as a
foreign language   to adults. It is recognized by all member organizations of the ICC
– International Language Association All three Certification programmes
guarantee a high level of proficiency in teaching foreign languages to adults.
Training programmes offered under the auspices of EUROLTA by the ICC reflect a
modern approach to language teaching and the educational process.

What makes it different?

EUROLTA is open to teachers of any language, and to teachers of their mother tongue as L2

EUROLTA recognizes the different educational environments that professionals work in.
Practitioners are welcome to join the EUROLTA training

EUROLTA is based on sound educational principles that apply to all environments
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Overview 

02 TEACHER TRAINING
ONLINE OR FACE TO FACE 

A EUROLTA Level One Certificate is a EUROLTA qualification for teachers of
languages to adults. The Level One Certificate certifies the holder’s ability to
plan and deliver classes of a set study programme and recommended teaching
resources within a certain institutional context as well as to reflect on one’s
performance and that of one’s peers. The Level One Certificate is a Europe‐
wide recognized qualification in the adult language education.

Duration  10 days- 80 hours 
or 8 months- 250  hours

Where Face to face
(Athens or Santorini)
OR Online

Fees  950 euros

Content

drawing up lesson plans 
detailed preparation of particular teaching sequences or activities 
reflection on specific teaching techniques or activities 
6 focused class‐observation (live or video) with subsequent evaluation and
reflection 
observation and analysis of individual learning strategies and styles observation
and analysis of an adult learner group 
analysis of teaching / learning material 
analysis of the system of the target language to be taught 21 
planning a curriculum or a scenario to demonstrate linking and recycling

       material within prescribed programmes

  EUROLTA CERTIFICATE-LEVEL 1 (EN, EL)

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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Overview 

02 TEACHER TRAINING
ONLINE OR FACE TO FACE 

The EUROLTA Level Two Diploma is the upper level of competence in the teacher
training programme defined in the EUROLTA framework. The Diploma is a suitable in‐
service qualification for teachers of languages to adults. EUROLTA Diploma level
language teachers are typically those entrusted with an extended range of tasks,
including, for example, the adaptation of a general course framework and materials to
the needs of specific target groups. In addition, they are able to provide guidance for
other, less experienced teachers within the context of their course. They are also
familiar with common managerial tasks related to the provision of language courses. 

Duration   10 days- 80 hours 
or 8 months- 250 hours

Where Face to face
(Athens or Santorini)
OR Online

Fees  950 euros

Content

developing or adapting course plans for specific learner groups 
reflection on overall course plans and outcomes (i.e. reflection on challenges that
teachers might be confronted with) focused, critical evaluation, feedback and guidance
to other teachers working within a given programme
 observation and analysis of an adult learner group over a period of at least 10 lessons 
analysis of curricula 
4 teaching sequences conducted by the trainee and observed by a trainer with
subsequent analysis ] 

  EUROLTA DIPLOMA-LEVEL 2 (EN,EL)

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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Overview 

02 TEACHER TRAINING
ONLINE OR FACE TO FACE 

The EUROLTA Certificate on “How to Teach Languages Online” is a Level 1 degree of
EUROLTA qualification specialized in online learning and teaching a language to adults.
The Certificate on “How to Teach Languages Online” certifies the holder’s ability to plan
and deliver online lessons of a set study programme and recommended online teaching
resources within a certain institutional context as well as to reflect on one’s
performance and that of one’s peers. The Certificate on “How to Teach Languages
Online” is a Europe‐wide recognized qualification in the adult language education.

Duration  7 days - 56 hours (face to
face) OR 4,5 months -100 hours or 6
months-150 hours (EUROLTA
Certified) (Online)

Where Face to face (Athens
or Santorini) OR Online

Fees  Face to face: 660 euros or
910 euros(Eurolta Certified)
Online: 450 euros or
700 euros (Eurolta Certified) 

Content

The characteristics and training needs of online students of Greek 
Theories on Online Learning 
Resources and educational materials for teaching Greek
The role of the online teacher of Greek
Orchestration of collaborative online activities
Communication of teachers with students and teachers with each other
Designing a synchronous/ live online lesson
Possible difficulties and challenges and how to deal with – Case Studies
Possible challenges in relation to the technical environment, the teaching material, and
the organization of the courses
The correction of assignments and the feedback to the students of the online courses

  HOW TO TEACH LANGUAGES ONLINE - LEVEL 1 (EN, EL)

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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TEACHER TRAINING
Online Courses with Certification by the HCC 

 

02

The Hellenic Culture Centre is officially recognized as a Lifelong Learning Centre and a language
school by the Greek Ministry of Education and Religions

  DRAMA GAMES FOR ALL LANGUAGE CLASSES 
 (EN)

Overview 

Duration   4 days- 4 weeks
25 hours

Where Online Fees  130 euros

select the drama games suitable for organizing an efficient language course
adjust, produce, apply and evaluate the appropriate drama games
develop speaking skills of their students through fun activities
special attention will be given to online drama games with your students

The Hellenic Culture Centre cooperates with David Farmer, an award-winning writer,
theatre director and drama consultant. He delivers training and presentations for
organisations worldwide.
This unique one-month course shows you how to use drama games and strategies to
engage your students in foreign language learning as well as in mother tongue
learning. Drama expert David Farmer guides you through activities which can be
applied to all language classes in primary, secondary and adult education. There will
be time to explore a wide range of theatrical approaches, to discuss common issues
with colleagues and devise practical solutions. You will come away with a folder full of
effective plans guaranteed to liven up your language lessons.
At the end of the course, participants are expected to have acquired the skills that will
enable them to:

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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TEACHER TRAINING
Online Courses with Certification by the HCC 

 

02

The Hellenic Culture Centre is officially recognized as a Lifelong Learning Centre and a language
school by the Greek Ministry of Education and Religions

   LESSON & CURRICULUM PLANNING (EL)

Overview 

Duration   4 days- 4 weeks
15 hours

Where Online Fees  80 euros

Educational Contracts and Tools 
The profile of our students
Curriculum planning for teaching Greek as a foreign/ second language
Lesson Planning  
Final Assignment (individual or pair work)
Reflection 

This online teacher training consists of 15 hours (4 synchronous/ live meetings with
the trainers and 11 hours of studying and exchanging ideas and experiences with co-
learners) of training. It includes how to design a curriculum and how to plan a lesson
based on the characteristics of more than 20 different target groups who learn Greek
as a second / foreign language. The final Assignment is the production of a Lesson
Plan or a Curriculum which is based on the trainee teachers’ choice and needs,
depending on their real needs of their educational context.

The course includes:

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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TEACHER TRAINING
Online Courses with Certification by the HCC 

 

02

The Hellenic Culture Centre is officially recognized as a Lifelong Learning Centre and a language
school by the Greek Ministry of Education and Religions

    TEACHING TEXTS AND VOCABULARY AT ALL
LEVELS OF GREEK AS L2 (EL)

Overview 

Duration   6 days in 6 weeks
30 hours

Where Online Fees  110 euros

What is a text? Types of texts
Authentic texts and their simplification (individual assignments or in pairs) 
How to teach a text (individual assignments or in pairs)
Suggestions for teaching a text
Reflection

An online teacher training course that is focused on how to teach Greek texts and
vocabulary at all levels of Greek, but not only this. It deals with the assimilation of
knowledge, the real learning of the vocabulary. We learn where to search for different
texts, and practice how to simplify an authentic text to fit the learning needs of our
students. The teaching proposal of the Hellenic Culture Centre is based on its long
experience in teaching Greek as a second/ foreign language and includes different
alternatives to enrich your teaching. The trainee teachers must prepare a final
assignment consisting of either presentation of a lesson plan for teaching a text at any
level, or simplification of a 3-5page authentic text using the simplification techniques
proposed.

The course consists of five modules:

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
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TEACHER TRAINING
Online Courses with Certification by the HCC 

 

02

The Hellenic Culture Centre is officially recognized as a Lifelong Learning Centre and a language
school by the Greek Ministry of Education and Religions

    TEACHING GRAMMAR AT ALL LEVELS OF GREEK
AS L2 (EL)

Overview 

Duration   6 days in 6 weeks
30 hours

Where Online Fees  110 euros

Grammar or Text and Vocabulary
How do you teach Grammar?
Planning Grammar teaching
Teaching materials for a creating Grammar lesson Assignment
Assignment
Reflection and Evaluation

An online teacher training course that is focused on how to teach Grammar at all
levels of Greek. Grammar is the favourite subject of teachers and of some students
too, and they like it much more than they like the vocabulary. How we can manage to
attract all our students and at the same time to go off the beaten track in teaching
Grammar?

The course consists of six modules:

https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/
https://hcc.edu.gr/courses/bring-lessons-to-life/


LIntensive 2-week Modern Greek Language Programmes for
non-native speakers (40 hours). The programme is held from
Monday to next Friday from 9:00 to 13:30 or 11:30 to 16:30. You
may choose to participate in a 1-week course if you wish to.

The course

A programme of cultural activities which offers an introduction to the rich
local history and traditions of the Aegean. In Greek and English.

Activities

Students and guests stay in hotels and guesthouses in Megalochori at
special reduced rates. 

Accommodation

SUMMER SCHOOL IN SANTORINI

Since 2014 the Hellenic Culture Centre has been organizing the International Greek
Language and Culture School in Santorini, this beautiful island with its emotive and
evocative atmosphere. Our school is based in Megalochori, a traditional village with
bright Cycladic colours.
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ONLINE GREEK COURSES BY IPHIGENIA
CENTRE FOR HELLENIC STUDIES

 

Online Greek Language at all
levels

04

Greece Now@HCC – Refresher
Course C2+

 
 

Greek for children: ‘Let’s Go,
Kids!’ A and B

 
 

Various courses for your
learning needs

 
 

Respond to everyday communicative situations
 
 Develop your skills to explore the reality of contemporary Greece
 
 

Group courses /Semi-private courses /One-to-one courses

 



Thank you!

Are you one of us?
 

https://hcc.edu.gr/

+30 6944105484
ifigenia@hcc.edu.gr

Get all the motivation and
inspiration you need in order
to develop professionally and

personally. 
Enjoy the emotion of

belonging to a real community
of like-minded teachers.

 
 

mailto:ifigenia@hcc.edu.gr
mailto:ifigenia@hcc.edu.gr



